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Bruce Latimer is a highly respected and celebrated printmaker. His intricately detailed etchings, rich with vivid tonal intensity, are testament
to his mastery of the aquatint technique. This exhibition showcases a brilliant suite of recent etchings as well as an exciting series of paintings
on copper, a medium to which the artist has returned with renewed enthusiasm and passion. Latimers’s exceptional ability to utilise copper
through these two very distinct processes results in a dynamic exhibition of works which interact, reflect and contrast.
Latimer’s distinctive works portray the landscape as a stage for the impact of mankind, as urban elements encroach and intermingle with
nature. Latimer brings a highly engaging, surreal perspective to the familiar forms of both natural and built environments, drawing the viewer
in to shadowy landscapes abundant with power and mystery. Latimer looks for a potent narrative in his subjects where unrelated elements
collide, or equally where disparate fragments find equilibrium and harmony reigns.
Bruce Latimer has held solo exhibitions in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Canberra and New York and his work has been included in group
exhibitions at the National Gallery of Australia and international exhibitions in the United States, Japan, Taiwan and China. He has lectured at
the National Art School and the College of Fine Arts since the 1990s. Latimer won the Geelong Acquisitive Print Awards and the
Leslie J. Pulman Humour in Art Award at the Tweed River Art Gallery in 2011.
Paintings and Etchings leads the viewer in with subtle intensity and invites us to reflect upon our relationship with the environment, leaving an
impression both lingering and profound. This exhibition is current until 6 May 2018.
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